1. The PLU Map has been prepared from the base map prepared by superimposition of cadastral maps and physical features depicted from satellite imagery. Hence mismatch may be possible. It is to declare the following:

2. The Existing roads indicated in draft DP are as observed on site. These are not necessarily authorised means of access.

3. The water streams, rivers, lakes, roads are indicated on the map. The existing roads/water streams may show deviation from village maps.

4. Land use classifications:

   - Agricultural/Green Zone
   - Theme Based Zone
   - Public Affordable Housing Scheme Area
   - Proposed Transportation
   - Other Classifications

   - Forest Zone
   - Agriculture/Green Zone
   - Other Classifications

   - Dedicated Freight Loop
   - Major District Road
   - National Highway
   - Railway Line
   - Bridge

   - Contours
   - Hissa Boundary
   - Spa Boundary
   - Village Boundary
   - Taluka Boundary
   - Cadastral Boundary
   - Contours
   - Contours